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o PREEMPTION
o HAWK
o RRFB
o CROSSINGS
o APS
PRESENTERS: 
Andrew Cibor, PE, PTOE, City Engineer, City of Bloomington
Steve Moore, Project Manager, VS Engineering
CONGESTION
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COLLISIONS WITH NON‐EMERGENCY VEHICLES
COLLISIONS BETWEEN EMERGENCY VEHICLES
SECONDARY CRASHES
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• Hard Wire Push‐Button
• Sonic
• Infrared
• Radio
• GPS
TYPES
 TYPES
 HARD WIRE PUSH BUTTON
 TYPES
 AUDIBLE
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 TYPES
 INFRARED
 TYPES
 GPS
Intersection Equipment
Vehicle Equipment
 TYPES
 RADIO
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OBJECTIONS
• Abuse
• Disruption 
of Traffic
 SYSTEM
 Push‐Button
 Sonic
 Infrared
 GPS
 Radio
 PROS
 Reliable, Inexpensive, 
Easy to use
 No cost for emitter, 
Easy to use
 Mutual Aid, Inexpensive 
emitters, Reliable
 Reliable, Line of Sight 
not required, Dual 
emitters for infrared
 Reliable, Line of Sight 
not required, Vehicle to 
vehicle detection
 CONS
 Limited to a static 
location 
 Buildings  block the 
sound, or sound can 
bounce  and activate 
wrong direction
 Need line of sight, fog 
and snow can blind 
detector
 Cost
 Cost
 SIGNAGE / EDUCATION
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 INTERSECTION
 Push‐Button: $3,000
 Sonic:  $4,000
 Infrared: $5,000
 GPS: $6,500
 Radio: $6,500
 EMITTERS
 Push‐Button:           NA
 Sonic:                         NA
 Infrared:  $1,200
 GPS: $2,500
 Radio: $2,500
*High‐intensity Activated crossWalK
v - Sh
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 ENGINEERING STUDY
 Major‐Street Volumes
 Speeds
 Widths (Distance of Crossing)
 Gaps 
 Pedestrian Volumes
 Walking Speeds
 Pedestrian Delay
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 MID‐BLOCK CROSSINGS
 UN‐SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
 SIDE‐STREET APPROACH CONTROL
 DRIVEWAY CONTROL
 SIDE‐STREET APPROACH CONTROL
 DRIVEWAY CONTROL
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RECTANGULAR RAPID FLASHING BEACON
 GUIDANCE
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 COSTS –Without Installation
Hard wire (less power/conduits/wiring)
▪ $5,500
 Solar
▪ $8,500
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ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS
 AUDIBLE
▪ Sounds –Tones and Beeps
▪ Verbal – Recording of Street Names, etc.
 ACTUATION
▪ Push Buttons
▪ Video Detection
▪ Microwave Detection
▪ Motion Detection
Typical Pushbutton Locations
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